STRIPPERS ROCK!

AN UNABRIDGED GUIDE TO
BALL-BUSTIN’
ROCKER CHICKS

EXPOSING THE
WAY OF MEN
& OTHER MANLY
LITERATURE

MISS EXOTIC OREGON 2013 — THE ROAD TO THE FINAL!
(SEE PG.23)
JOIN US AT WILD ORCHID FOR TWO ROUNDS OF MISS EXOTIC OREGON SEMI-FINALS! FEATURING THE HOTTEST ENTERTAINERS, FROM THE BEST CLUBS IN OREGON, COMPETING FOR 10 SPOTS IN THE FINALS!

SEMI-FINAL ROUND I - FRI 11/9
SEMI-FINAL ROUND III (WILD CARD) - FRI 11/30

For VIP Reservations, Email MissExoticOregon@xmag.com

COME OUT FOR MIDNIGHT MADNESS! EVERY DAY AT MIDNIGHT, LAP DANCES FOR ONLY $1!

Wild Orchid Invites You To A Pre-Thanksgiving Wild Turkey Party!
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 21

NOW HIRING DANCERS! DAILY AUDITIONS FROM 1PM-5PM. FOR MORE INFO, CALL 503-737-7180.
Club Rouge
a Gentlemen's Lounge
408 SW STARK ST • PORTLAND, OR 97204
(At The Corner Of SW 4th & Stark)
(503) 227-3736 • myspace.com/clubRougePDX
clubRougePDX.net

THROWBACK ABSOLUT INDUSTRY PARTY EVERY SUNDAY!
NO COVER CHARGE AND SPECIAL PRICES ON ALL ABSOLUT FLAVORS & ABSOLUT GEAR GIVEAWAYS

BACHELOR/ BACHELORETTE PARTY PACKAGES

NOW HIRING ALL EXCEPTIONAL DANCERS 6PM-8PM DAILY

VIDEO LOTTERY CHECK OUT THE LATEST GAMES

NEWLY REMODELED!
CALL RICK AT 503-998-4242
FOR VIP INVITATIONS OR LARGE GROUPS.

GUEST ENTERTAINERS FROM THE PASADAY AND PRINTED
FEATURE PERFORMANCES FROM VERY SPECIAL
THROWING A HUG EN VARIOUS EVENTS NEVER FORGET!
ONE YEAR HAS GONE BY SINCE WE FIRST OPENED AND WE ARE

EXOTIC MAGAZINE | XMAG.COM

CHECK OUT OUR ALL-NEW TOP SHELF
$5 MENU FROM 7-10PM DAILY

EXOTIC MAGAZINE

OPEN DAILY 1PM-2:30AM
13550 SE POWELL BLVD • 503-208-3506

TRISHA & HEATHER
BARTENDER DUO
KINGS ROCKING HOT

50 CENT TACOS
75 CENT HOT DOGS
12 BIG SCREENS
NFL PARTY HO
SUN, MON, & TUE.

WINGS

CALL RICK AT 503-998-4242
1PM TO 3PM OR CALL
SUNDAYS & MONDAYS

ADMISSIONS

NOW BOOKING NEW
NOW OPEN
2PM - 2:30AM DAILY

Cabaret
SE STARK ST & 176TH AVE

HAPPY HOUR 2PM-9PM DAILY
4 VIP CHAMPAGNE ROOMS
17544 SE STARK ST • (503) 252-3529
BIGGEST HEATED SMOKING PATIO IN PORTLAND!

MORE THAN
JUST A
STRIP CLUB!

BUSY SEASON
STARTING
AT CABARET!
CALL (503) 252-3529
TO SET UP AN AUDITION

TWO LARGE STAGES,
PLUS A MINORS’ STAGE AND
A HUGE DRESSING ROOM
WITH SHOWER & TANNING BED!

ASK ABOUT OUR BIRTHDAY &
BACHELOR PARTY PACKAGES!

HOME OF THE
DOLLAR DANCES!

TIJUANA TUESDAYS
TEQUILA SPECIALS & 6 TACOS FOR $9

Nillea
Eny
Voted Top 50 Strip Clubs Nationwide!

PORTLAND’S PREMIER STRIP CLUB!
3000 SE POWELL BLVD • 503-231-9199

TACO TUESDAYS
2 FOR $2!

FREE POOL SUNDAYS

THANKSGIVING PARTY & DINNER!

FIRE BALL FRIDAYS
FIRE BALL PARTY NOV 30

HAPPY HOUR
MON-FRI 11AM-6:30PM

DINNER SPECIALS DAILY
COME SEE WHAT’S COOKING!
• 16 OZ. T-BONE SPECIAL
• $6 RIBEYE SPECIAL
• $5 CHICKEN TERIYAKI

BREAKFAST SERVED ALL DAY!

SAFARISHOWCLUB.COM POWERED BY XOTICSPOT • CALL TO BOOK BACHELOR PARTIES!
AUDITIONS DAILY • CALL (503) 231-9199 OR STOP BY CLUB • 18 & OVER

Play Lottery Games Here!
•
Patio Is Open!
BAD GIRL MONDAYS

Every Monday at 9PM
Hosted by Miss Marvin

Every Saturday at 7PM
Hosted by Miss Marvin

VIDEO POKER & KENO
POOL TABLE
LUNCH SPECIALS
SUNKEN COCKTAIL BAR
PRIVATE DANCE BOOTHS
PORTLAND'S HOTTEST DANCERS

TWO STAGES FEATURING
Freebow's Corner Bar
503-244-1830 • OPEN TILL 2AM • 2-8:30
8345 SW BARBUR BLVD
ONLY 5 MINUTES FROM DOWNTOWN PORTLAND

TEXAS HOLD 'EM POKER
8. EXOTIC MAGAZINE Xmag.com

This isn't your Grandma's Poker Night—That's for Sure!
Voodoo Doughnuts and Complimentary Long-some Pizza
With Naked Women, Debauchery, Cash Giveaways, Prizes

DIck Hennessy Invites You To A Poker Party! Equipped
for a Little Room Room

Every night is a good night

Poker in the Rain
SATURDAY NOVEMBER 17 @ 9PM
HEXNESSY'S

503-244-1830 • OPEN TILL 2AM • 2-8:30
8345 SW BARBUR BLVD
ONLY 5 MINUTES FROM DOWNTOWN PORTLAND

FREEBOW'S CORNER BAR
503-244-1830 • OPEN TILL 2AM • 2-8:30
8345 SW BARBUR BLVD
ONLY 5 MINUTES FROM DOWNTOWN PORTLAND
18 & OVER STRIP CLUB
FREE ENTRY WITH MILITARY ID.

THE GOLDEN DRAGON
EXOTIC CLUB
324 SW 3RD AVE / LOCATED DOWNTOWN / 503-274-1900
OPEN MON-FRI 2PM-SUNRISE & SAT-SUN 6PM-SUNRISE

Jordan

After Hours Club

We Party 'Til The Sun Comes Up!

www.facebook.com/GoldenDragonClub

HOT LAP DANCES • PRIVATE VIP ROOMS
SALEM'S ONLY EXOTIC DANCE CLUB WITH NO COVER CHARGE!

Presley's Playhouse Cabaret

SORSHA'S SCHEDULE
TUE-FRI
8PM-CLOSE

DANI'S SCHEDULE
SAT, SUN & WED
8PM-CLOSE

$6.50 STEAK SPECIAL 2PM-9PM • LIMO DREAM DATES WITH YOUR FAVORITE ENTERTAINER
HOOKAH BAR - ENJOY A HOOKAH WITH YOUR FAVORITE ENTERTAINER • FREE TAXI DANCES • NEW FOOD MENU

www.PresleysPlayhouseCabaret.com

LET US MAKE YOUR FANTASY COME TRUE!

Stiletto lingerie modeling

BEST PRIVATE 1-ON-1 SHOWS ANYWHERE!

NOW HIRING HOT MODELS!

Also, come by and see Allura, Bella, Carmen, China, Extacy, Holly, Milan and Rose!

OPEN 24/7 • WWW.STILETTOPORTLAND.COM
7827 SE POWELL BLVD • 503-568-4090

CLOTHING OPTIONAL
ONLY AT THE PARIS

24 HOURS WEEKENDS
11-MIDNITE WEEKDAYS
ALWAYS 18 & OVER

SIX SW 3RD • 503.295.7808
RAYSPARISTHEATRE.COM
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Exotic is not liable for any images of models used by advertisers to promote products or services. Rights and releases are the sole responsibility of the advertisers. All persons appearing in photos are over the age of 18. One copy of each edition of Exotic is available free to any person each month. Anyone removing magazines in bulk will be prosecuted on theft charges to the fullest extent of the law. Any reproduction of materials presented herein without the express written consent of the publisher is forbidden by law. In scientific case studies, reading Exotic magazine has caused certain undesirable side effects. Possible side effects include headache, dizziness, mild nausea, diarrhea, vomiting, rash, itching, hives, swelling of the lips and face, hair growth, hand tremors, gum swelling, higher blood pressure, increase in cholesterol level, altered kidney function, swollen gums, acne, weight gain, blood in the urine, fluid retention, dryness, irritability, behavior changes, oily anal discharges, pre-mature ejaculation, complete penile dysfunction, lypm, sleep apnea, lupus disease and certain strains of knee-jerk, violent, right-wing republican behavior.
Open Thanksgiving!!!
Special $30
All Day And Night!!!

Couples Welcome

All Female Owned And Operated :: EST 1996
Open 1am - 5am / 7 days

8315 SW Barbur Blvd
503.972.1111 • PDXGirls.com

SKY CLUB
Portland's Only Aerial, Circus Burlesque & Pole Dance Night Club!
All Shows Rated G [18+] ONLY
Showtimes: Wed 7:30pm to 10:00pm
Thu-Sat 9:30pm to 1:00am
Restaurant Open: Wed-Sun 11:00am to 10:00pm
50 SW 3rd & Ash At Ankeny's Well
Facebook.com/SkyClubPortland
503.223.1375

SKY CLUB

Sky Club Portland's Only Aerial, Circus Burlesque & Pole Dance Night Club!
All Shows Rated G [18+] ONLY
Showtimes: Wed 7:30pm to 10:00pm
Thu-Sat 9:30pm to 1:00am
Restaurant Open: Wed-Sun 11:00am to 10:00pm
50 SW 3rd & Ash At Ankeny's Well
Facebook.com/SkyClubPortland
503.223.1375

Photo By: Chris Ainsworth

Be Thankful For Your Blessings!

NOW HIRING HOT GIRLS
AUDITIONS NOON-6PM DAILY

$6.99 STEAK DINNER EVERY DAY
IN-HOUSE LINGERIE & FOOTWEAR BOUTIQUE
GET A LINGERIE SHOW!

FREE HIGH-SPEED WI-FI INTERNET

WWW.CLUBSKINN.COM
Open 10am - 2:30am • (503) 288-9771
4525 NE 50th Ave • Portland, OR 97218
(Corner of NE 50th & Fair/Clinton)
CIVIL WAR TAILGATE PARTY!
SATURDAY, NOV 24
• ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT BBQ $7
• HALFTIME SHOWS
• 2-FOR-1 TABLE DANCES
• RAFFLES & GIVEAWAYS

Now Hiring Beautiful, Talented Ladies 21+
For Auditions And Scheduling. Call 503-309-9185

SE 82ND AVE & CORA ST | (503) 788-1500 | OPEN DAILY 11AM-2:30AM

WE CARRY WATERPIPES, HANDPIPES, DETOX, SCALES, KRATOM, ROLLING PAPERS & MUCH MORE!

2 LOCATIONS
1712 E Burnside St
Portland, OR 97214
(503) 206-7731
3619 SE Division St
Portland, OR 97202
(971) 229-1760

StripSearchMe.com
Exotic Magazine

3rd & Burnside
Portland, Oregon

Portland's Home for Live Music, Cabaret, DJs, Burlesque & Rock 'n' Roll
Open Daily at 11am • www.dantestlive.com
Tickets available at Dante's, Star Theater, & www.dantestlive.com
www.facebook.com/Dantestlive

Wed Nov 14
Rebirth Brass Band
The Grammy Award Winning New Orleans Brass Band

Sun Dec 2
Mickey Avalon
Followed by Sinforno Cabaret

Thu Dec 13
Corrosion of Conformity
You + Saviours

Sat Dec 15
High on Fire
With Goatwhore, Lo-Pan

MORE UPCOMING SHOWS
11/13 American Riviera
11/13 The Popes' 40th Anniversary Tour 7:30 Set 8:30 Set
11/13 Robert Rossen
11/13 Karaoke Trivia Night
11/13 Hits Night Live
11/13 Karaoke Game Night

11/13 Dualtone Cabinet & Sounding Iron
11/22 Karaoke Free Night
11/24 Rebirth Brass Band
11/25 Splitter Tacos & Drinks Block Showdown
11/26 Dualtone Cabinet
11/26 Karaoke Free Night
11/27 The Book Showdown
11/27 Karaoke Game Night
11/27 Free Rock Showdown
11/27 Swiss Showdown
11/28 John McFadden’s Birthday Show
11/29 Hobo 4000, Nightlife
11/29 Mickey Avalon
11/29 Milk Post: 7:30 Set
11/29 Micah Kimes
11/29 Karmenka & Cecebo
11/29 Mickey Avalon
11/30 High on Fire, Lo-Pan

Exotic Magazine
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NEWLY-EXPANDED MOVIE AND NEW RELEASE SECTION. ALSO, HARD TO FIND EUROPEAN TITLES. VERY CLEAN, STATE-OF-THE-ART DIGITAL VIDEO ARCADE BOOTHS. NEWLY-EXPANDED TOBACCO/PIPE ACCESSORY SECTION WITH AN ASSORTMENT OF GLASS PIPES. ASSORTMENT OF ADULT TOYS AND HERBAL ENHANCEMENTS. THE LARGEST SELECTION OF CURRENT MAGAZINE TITLES AND MAG PACKS IN TOWN! PLUS, A LOT MORE FOR ALL YOUR ADULT PLEASURES!

AREA 69
OPEN 7 DAYS 10AM-2AM

7720 SE 82ND AVE PORTLAND, OR
(1 MILE SOUTH OF FOSTER RD) 503-774-5544

3 BOXES FOR $45
3 DVDS FOR $20
3 DVDS FOR $30
3 DVDS FOR $40

Fantasyland
ADULT SUPER STORE

DVDS STARTING AT $9.99
KAMA SUTRA
CRAZY GIFTS & TOYS
DVD SALES & RENTALS
FULL ARCcade
EXOTIC OILS
LOTIONS & CREAMS

COME ON IN!
503-655-4667 :: 16014 SE 82ND DRIVE
JUST EAST OF I-205, OFF THE ESTACADA EXIT

SEE PG. 23 FOR MORE
EXOTICA INTERNATIONAL

NOW HIRING, AUDITIONS HELD DAILY
240 NE COLUMBIA BLVD • (503) 285-0281

OPEN DAILY AT 11AM-2:30AM • FULL SERVICE FOOD & LIQUOR • LOTTERY • BEST VALUE • PORTLAND’S BUSIEST GENTLEMEN’S CLUB
GREAT FOOD • MORE THAN 100 TOP ENTERTAINERS • CENTRALLY LOCATED NEAR DOWNTOWN & PDX
October Events
Sat 3 - Stars Cabaret (Salem) - Get an extra hour of partying and drinking when we turn the clocks back!
Dante’s - Cash’d Out (Johnny Cash tribute)
Fri 9 - Wild Orchid - Miss Exotic Oregon 2013 - Semi-Final Round I - Come show your support for your favorite contestant and help us pick the first 5 finalists that will move forward to compete for over $5,000 in cash & prizes, plus the cover of Exotic magazine
Pallas Club - Pallas Princess Contest - Qualifier Round 2
Thu 15 - Mystic Gentlemen’s Club - Miss Exotic Oregon 2013 - Semi-Final Round II - Come show your support for your favorite contestant and help us pick the next 5 finalists that will move forward to compete for over $5,000 in cash & prizes, plus the cover of Exotic magazine
Wed 21 - Wild Orchid - Pre-Thanksgiving Wild Turkey Party Club 205 - $300 dance contest
Thu 22 - Stars Cabaret (Beaverton) - Free turkey dinner from 4-9pm, plus turkey bowling
Jody’s Bar & Grill - Free Thanksgiving Dinner
Safari Showclub - Thanksgiving Party & Dinner
Sat 24 - Mystic Gentlemen’s Club - Kraken Black Spiced Rum Party
Stars Cabaret (Bridgeport) - Sexy Sweater Soirée - wear a sweater for no cover
Doc’s XXX - Civil War Tailgate Party with all-you-can-eat BBQ, halftime shows, 2-for-1 table dances, raffles & giveaways
Thu 29 - Heat - VIP Party
Fri 30 - Wild Orchid - Miss Exotic Oregon 2013 - Semi-Final Round III (Wild Card Round) - Come show your support for your favorite contestant and help us pick the final 5 finalists that will move forward to compete for over $5,000 in cash & prizes, plus the cover of Exotic magazine
Devil’s Point - Vagittarius Party with specials for Sagittarians
Pallas Club - Pallas Princess Contest - Qualifier Round 3

WEEKLY EVENTS
MONDAYS - Rose City Strip - Metal Mondays with DJ Krista spinning only the truest of metal
King’s Wild - NFL HQ on 13 big screens, plus giant projection TV with 50-cent hot dogs and tacos & $1 drafts during the game
Jody’s Bar & Grill - Monday Night Football with prizes & giveaways

Dante’s - Karaoke From Hell - sing with a live band
Stars Cabaret (Salem & Bridgeport) - Free Prime Rib with paid admission 6-9pm
Pallas Club - Monday Night Football draft beer specials

TUESDAYS - Lucky Devil Lounge - Tiny Tuesdays with your host 3’6” Nik Sin
Club 205 - 2-for-Tuesdays with 2-girl shows
Heat - Authentic Mexican menu, plus IPA draft specials plus topless servers
Jody’s Bar & Grill - Tequila Tuesdays
Devils Point - Soul Night
Safari Showclub - Taco Tuesdays for $2
Pallas Club - Cowboy Tuesdays with country music & cowboy hats

WEDNESDAYS - Heat - Wild Wednesdays - drop in from 8pm - 10pm for wild beer specials
Devils Point - 80s Night
Jody’s Bar & Grill - Tequila Tuesdays

THURSDAYS - Heat - Double Trouble Thursdays with 2-girl shows
Jody’s Bar & Grill - Taco Thursdays with all-you-can-eat for $2
Carnaval (Male Dancers) - Amateur Night
King’s Wild - NFL HQ on 13 big screens, plus giant projection TV with 50-cent hot dogs and tacos & $1 drafts during the game
Pallas Club - Latin Thursdays with Mexican food & latin beats
Stars Cabaret (Salem) - Surf & Turf Thursdays

SUNDAYS - Dante’s - Sinferno Cabaret
Club Rouge - Throwback Absolut Industry Party with special prices on all Absolut flavors plus Absolut gear giveaways
Pallas Club - Free pool all day & night, plus Service Industry night specials with OLCC
Jody’s Bar & Grill - NASCAR Sundays
Devils Point - World Famous Stripparaoke!
King’s Wild - NFL HQ on 13 big screens plus giant projection TV with 50-cent hot dogs and tacos & $1 drafts during the game
Safari Showclub - Free pool all day & night
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Ladies and Gentlemen, are you ready for Miss Exotic Oregon? With a bevy of prizes (including $5,000 in cash) and bragging rights, the reigning lady of 2013 will be the proud recipient of the first Exotic cover and centerfold for the New Year. I was anticipating a fun night at the premiere event and Mystic Gentleman’s Club was buzzing with excitement for Preliminary Round 1. Bill, the bouncer, nodded his head in greeting as I shuffled in the front door of the Vegas-style strip club.

It was 9 pm on a weeknight and the crowd was as diverse as ever. Exhausted mid-shift girls were winding down their time, and hustling for those last minute dances. Bubbly, nervous competitors were arriving with their friends, supporters and boxes of costumes, props and makeup. A handful of confused looking men stood around, trying to figure out what all of the excitement was about. The upscale nightclub has beautiful dancers from open to close and I wondered if their dancers had actually gotten hotter since the last time I’d visited.

Once seated at the judges table, I glanced at the reigning Miss Exotic Oregon, a fellow judge. Lady Stockholm’s poker face was on and she rested one hand beneath her chin, watching intently. I could tell she wasn’t going to let her crown go to just anyone.

Last year, Lady Stockholm’s winning act was perfection. The fiery redhead appeared as a vision of black metal glory. She was carried on stage by Viking warriors, two of which, she stood upon like a perfect nude statue. Her pole performance was jaw dropping and featured unique and very difficult pole tricks, like walking on the ceiling. You know, no big deal.

We studied the crowd together. I saw Envy, second runner-up from last year (and a girl crush of mine). She looked perfectly serene and as lovely as ever. I spied runner-up Luka Bazooka chatting excitedly to a Lucky Devil Lounge dancer, Juniper. There were lots of familiar faces. Petite Soren High carried her hula hoop to the stage and the crowd was delighted by her naked hooping.

There were new faces too. A woman with a runway model’s body was dressed to perfection as a half-naked sailor and she was carrying an enormous paddle.

The competition was underway, with eight competitors vying to make the cut to the semi-final round and hopefully, the grand finale on the stage of Dante’s. I learned that the paddle-carrying ultra babe was Jordan from the Golden Dragon. Her fantastically choreographed pole work was nearly as impressive as the sea of dollar bills that she found herself in at the end of the set. Luka Bazooka also gave a memorable performance when she rescued our friend Juniper from drowning—all to the Baywatch theme song while wearing a lifeguard’s swimsuit.

Miss Exotic Oregon is certainly off to a promising start with a few dozen eager ladies hoping to score the biggest title that the state has to offer. I’ll see you at the next round!

(Join Exotic and Elle at the upcoming semi-final rounds of Miss Exotic Oregon 2013—see page 23 for details)
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PORTLAND'S HOTTEST MODELS

Secret Rendezvous
portland's best kept secret in private lingerie modeling

12503 SE DIVISION ST #C 503-761-4040
NEWLY REMODELED • UPSCALE & CLEAN • OPEN 24 HOURS
NOW HIRING HOT MODELS • CALL 503-761-4040
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

LOWEST HOUSE FEES IN TOWN!
Yeah, Yeah, Yeah
Blender
Like old-school musicians, the band has stated several times that it relies on word of mouth and concerts to promote its music. After touring with bands such as The Strokes, No Doubt and the Foo Fighters, the band has been laying low since their last tour in 2009. Maja was also named one of Blender magazine’s “Hottest Women in Rock” and resembles a young Debbie Harry. Their fourth single, Yeah, Yeah, Yeah was released in February of this year.

Check her out if you like: Blondie, The Cars
Choice tracks to strip to: Like a Lady, Rock n Roll

SANTI WHITE OF SANTIGOLD
Best known for that annoying, 2008 chart-topper, L.E.S Artiste, Santigold actually have a handful of other songs that are much better. This 36 year old hails from Philadelphia, where she began as a singer in the punk band, Stiffed. While performing her debut album, she toured with M.I.A. and Bjork. White has collaborated and performed with a bevy of artists, most notably Mark Ronson, Pharrell Williams and Kanye West. She claims inspiration from new wave acts such as Devo and Siouxsie and the Banshees, yet she manages to blend a touch of reggae and pop into a confident, yet breezy collection of songs on her two albums.

Check her out if you like: M.I.A, Yeah Yeah Yeahs, Lykke Li, Lily Allen, M83, Phantogram, The Temper Trap
Choice tracks to strip to: Star Struck, Shove It, My Superman

MAJA IVARSSON OF THE SOUNDS
The sexy, blonde front woman of this Swedish indie band utilizes a simple rock song structure, fused with electronica and punk influences. You can tell The Sounds’ first single, Song with a Mission is just that—when Ivarsson announces, “This song is not for you, only for people living like we do.” Like old-school musicians, the band has stated several times that it relies on word of mouth and concerts to promote its music. After touring with bands such as The Strokes, No Doubt and the Foo Fighters, the band has been laying low since their last tour in 2009. Maja was also named one of Blender magazine’s “Hottest Women in Rock” and resembles a young Debbie Harry. Their fourth single, Yeah, Yeah, Yeah

BRODY DALLE OF THE DISTILLERS/SPINNERETTE
Every angst-driven little punk girl knows and loves Brody Dalle’s gravelly voice—driving every single lyric straight to our hearts and vaginas. Men can appreciate her thumping beat and less emasculating third Distillers album, Coral Fang, which featured cover art of a female form on a crucifix that...
was immediately replaced with a drawing of wild animals smiling in the sunshine.) This native-Australian sings about everything from sex in the backseat of a truck (in Sex Bomb) to suffragettes and feminism (in Gypsy Rose.) After marrying (a much older) punk legend, Tim Armstrong of Rancid—Brody and Tim were wed only a few years before she called it quits, and settled down with Josh Homme from Queens of the Stone Age. This transition seemed to mellow Dalle, and her new band Spinnerette became less punk and more electronic, yet still very authoritative. Perhaps too aggressive for most strip clubs, the music of Dalle is a definite staple for female punk rock enthusiasts.

**Check her out if you like:** Discharge, Rancid, Hole, The Gits, The Muffs  
**Choice tracks to strip to:** City of Angels, Drain the Blood, Bullet and the Bull’s Eye, Ghetto Love, Baptized by Fire, Valium Knights

**Karen O of Yeah Yeah Yeahs**

The Yeah Yeah Yeahs earned significant buzz for their artsy and garage punk sound fronted by the spastic, yet sexy Karen O, (who created quite a stir for using her voice as a musical instrument with a plethora of wild squeals, grunts, coos and throaty whispers.) In the perverted, Cold Light, she claims, “We could do it to each other, like a sister and a brother.” In Rich, she proudly proclaims, “I took him standing up.” The strong, tongue-in-cheek vibe is balanced out by more introspective songs like Maps and Modern Romance. In her often handmade performance costumes, she’s far less annoying than Lady GaGa in her meat dress and more quirky and interesting than Nicki Minaj’s bevy of wigs AND more talented than the two of them combined.

**Check her out if you Like:** Heartbeats, Prince, The Pretenders, The White Stripes, Metric  
**Choice songs to strip to:** Gold Lion, Down Boy, Heads Will Roll, Phenomena, Kiss Kiss

**EMMA RICHARDSON OF BAND OF SKULLS**

Hailing from Southampton, England, the trio known as Band of Skulls is comprised of Matt Hayward, Russel Mard- sen and Emma Richardson. The band started recording their demos out of a shed/studio belonging to a bandmember’s parents. Moving to the greater London area, they changed their name briefly to Fleeing New York, before deciding on Band of Skulls in 2008. The riffs of Sweet Sour are layed down with a sledgehammer effect, yet the bluesy guitar proves to be slippery and efficient. A touch of stoner-essence is felt in Lay My Head Down. In Blood, Emma Richardson’s layered vocals tell you very politely to fuck off. “I don’t need your opinions, what I got is alright.” Unfortunately, a couple of cool points are picked off upon learning that the track “Friends” is featured in the Twilight movie and soundtrack—but the overall cool, sexy grunge of Band of Skulls makes me hope they have staying power.

**Check her out if you like:** Black Keys, Garbage, The Raconteurs, The White Stripes, The Kills  
**Choice songs to strip to:** Blood, Death by Diamonds and Pearls

**Yolandi Visser of Die Antwoord**

As a stripper, I have to admire a woman who can spell her name with dollar signs. This group from South Africa caught my attention with their outrageous music videos and unparalleled sound. Somehow, Vi$$er manages to rap and sing with bleached eyebrows, a mini mullet and still look outlandishly sexy. This tiny musician has a penchant for pet rats and gold hot pants. In Evil Boy, Vi$$er innocently asks, “Oh, evil boy, why [is] your penis so big?” If you can get past the seemingly superficial aesthetic of Die Antwoord, you might notice some of their songs have serious meaning. “Evil Boy” is about the horrors of the South African coming of age custom of circumcising teenage males, although you might never know it from the ridiculous prosthetic penises used in the video. Of course, not all songs seem to be anything more than shock value—such as little Yolandie writhing around in a school girl outfit in “Enter the Ninja.”

**Check her out if you like:** Pornstep (or some of the weird-est shit you EVER heard!)  
**Choice tracks to strip to:** Rich Bitch, XPEN$$IV $HIT, I Fink U Freeky, Scopie
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WENDY O. WILLIAMS

To the uneducated observer, punk rock may appear to be one of the more sexist genres of music (at least in comparison to, say, folk or electronic). Whereas the argument could be made that an overtly-extreme and anti-establishment foundation could lead to misinterpretation of an otherwise socially-liberal ideology, a better case could be made in favor of punk’s gender-independent nature. Before Blondie or Joan Jett ever had a chance to try on leather pants, punk rocker Wendy O. Williams was already on the shitlist of police departments across the country for a history of shows that would make a GG Allin show look like One Direction Unplugged. As her solo and Plasmatics careers developed in parallel to an ever-increasing resume of over-the-topness on multiple levels, Williams would continue to receive praise, respect and career assistance from otherwise misogynistic names (including Gene Simmons and Lemmy). Never taking second place to the spotlight, while leading equally hardcore male bandmates and calling out bullshit at every opportunity, Williams presented a better example of feminism to potential converts than any of her watered-down successors.

Never achieving a drop of mainstream success (or appreciation) may have contributed to Williams’ raw, true-to-the-genre style that kept punk rock alive through the greater portion of 1987, but social isolation and a genuine feeling of detachment from humanity as a whole led to three suicide attempts—the last of which was successful. However, instead of receiving the Kurt Cobain treatment, Williams’ life was honored by a handful of ex-bandmates and punk rock A-listers during a small ceremony and has received little recognition/praise since (at least in comparison to lesser-deserving counterparts). To think that a woman with multiple arrests under her belt toured with a band that blew up automobiles and cut guiliters in half with chainsaws, it becomes somewhat bittersweet to note that Williams was a lifelong activist for vegetarianism and health (at one point in her career, she had the pleasure of calling Gene Simmons and Lemmy). Note that Williams was a lifelong activist for vegetarianism and health (at one point in her career, she had the pleasure of calling the owner of Mrs. Fields Cookies “no better than a heroin pusher”).

Patti Smith

If Wendy O. Williams had a muse, it was likely Patti Smith. Currently keeping her forty-plus year career alive without a hint of deviating from her form (sans a brief break from music during the 80s, which was awesomely reigned by the likes of Allen Ginsburg), Smith has been called everything from the “godmother of punk rock” to an “unattractive poser (who) tries too hard” (Mick Jagger is ironically responsible for the latter quote in the song “State of Shock”). One part poet and two parts Iggy Popette, Smith shares the same amount of virtual un-appreciation as Williams. Sure, goth kids will recognize the irresponsibly misinterpreted cover of “Rock n Roll Nigger” performed by Marilyn Manson, yet his version lacks the context of time, place, gender and a spoken word introduction paired with Smith’s original version, reading as follows:

“Nigger no (sic) invented for color it was MADE FOR THE PLAGUE the word, art, must be redefined // All mutants and the new babes born sans eyebrow and tonsil // Outside logic – Beyond mathematics poli-tricks baptism and motion sickness // Any man who extends beyond the classic for is a nigger.”

That’s some pretty heavy shit for a white chick to be screaming during the late 70s, but also the same thing that black artists like Ice Cube, Public Enemy and Paris were attempting to convey nearly two decades later (predictably enough, both Smith as well as the forementioned black artists have seen this message co-opted and repackaged by mainstream media). It is this folk/poetry-oriented approach to punk rock (or perhaps vice versa) that makes the Patti Smith sundae that much different from shock-rocker FroYo. Smith’s recordings are the only accurate byproducts of the intelligance, anti-authoritarianism, philosophically inclined and all-out badassery that drove her as an artist.

Marilyn Manson is not the only musician to ruin Smith’s work, as 10,000 Maniacs used her Springsteen-laced anthem Because the Night for their one-hit-wondership—turning a violent, heartfelt song that makes a statement into background music for Starbucks customers. Still churning out music (although unfortunately widowed from former MC5 guitarist, Fred Smith, last name independant), Patti Smith released her latest album, Banga, in June.

GANGSTA BOO

The best introduction to Memphis-based rapper and DJ may come directly from YouTube comments, which are proving to be the new Wikipedia as time goes on:

“Boo, do you still throw razors in your mouth and slice on a nigga’s dick?” (1 year ago, user: rossos)

“Yes.” (1 year ago, user: officialegagshawbo)

I like this woman already. You probably do too, but you may not know who she is. Having performed in Oscar-winning Memphis rap group, Three Six Mafia for multiple albums, Gangsta Boo is known best to strip club patrons for her extremely useful song Can I Get Paid? (“Getcha broke ass out the club / if you ain’t gon tip”). In addition to establishing a respected solo career without resorting to the Lil’ Kim strategy of having your talent replaced with breasts, Gangsta Boo garnishes respect from music fans outside of the hip-hoposphere in which female MCs are usually restricted to. Whereas rock fans typically ignore mainstream, lyrically-void acts like Lil’ Wayne or, to some extent, Three Six Mafia itself, one of my more memorable experiences as a strip club DJ involves watching Malice incorporate Boo’s anthem into sets with punk band X and, of all people, Wendy O. Williams.

Lyrically, Boo is beyond clever. You won’t find any banana-spelling chick-hop on her records. Instead, listeners are presented gems such as:

“You can catch me at a game / I’m watching Kobe miss his fucking shot / Two-way jumping nigga block to block / like I be slamming rocks / Pimpin’ woman mixed with villain / Memphis queen of set it off / Call it how you see it and I only fuck top nizzoth”

Visit talesfromthedjbooth.com for more info on bad bitches with microphones.
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I was seated near the stage and was fully clothed. I passed my beer between my hands, peeling at the label intermittently. Girls of various shapes and colors filled the red, thumping main room of this unfamiliar strip club.

It was a Thursday evening and I had found myself in this place at the behest of a friend, who had also been too nervous to venture in solo. I like to consider myself a person of integrity and I kept my eyes low, being careful to tip the women that I watched, but still taking notice of everything around me.

I wasn’t used to being a customer, I felt so very civilian. Instead of people-watching the other patrons, I embraced the role reversal and I studied the strippers.

It was a moderately busy club and there were at least a dozen dancers. A few girls sat cross-legged at tables, busily text messaging on their cell phones—their impassive faces illuminated in white light. Three girls clustered around the DJ booth laughing amongst themselves. More ladies walked the floor.

It was quite obvious to me who was not in a good headspace that evening. A beautiful, pinup-type brunette kept tugging at her bodice and picking at her cuticles. She had impeccable makeup, but her petite shoulders slumped over as she stared nervously around the room. I wanted to tell her to relax. Another woman lumbered past our table with her eyes set on the floor and her arms swinging at her sides. I immediately nicknamed her The Hunchback in my mind, because that’s exactly of what her posture was reminiscent.

I heard a heavy thump and glanced at the stage. A smiling, naked blonde had just landed a front flip and was grinning like a victorious Olympian. I stood up and walked some money over to the blonde, amazed. She was a different body type than I prefer in my ladies, but she was radiating good vibes and I instantly felt drawn to her person.

Last Friday night, I shuffled in to shove my crumpled monies into my lockbox and chug my water. Reaching for my deodorant, I checked myself in the mirror and saw a lovely lady seated behind me. Tweezing her eyebrows. I had never met her before and I was confused.

“Are you a minor?” Meaning, she was less than 21 and unable to strut the floor with the rest of us. Her friend next to her was reading a book, and she peered from over it, “I am.” The tweezing-girl didn’t stop tweezing. “No… I’m just bored.”

I wanted to tell her to get off her beautiful butt and go talk to dudes but I minded my own business. I sprayed myself a couple times with perfume and returned to the floor and the evening.

Fast forward to the end of the night. I was pleased with my modest number of bills and was quietly counting singles when I overheard one lady ask the other, “Did you do okay?” The Girl With Now Perfect Eyebrows looked sad. She confessed, “No, not at all.” I felt badly for her, but I wasn’t surprised—she had hidden in the dressing room in between each stage set.

Ladies, we’ve been there. You’ve likely seen it or been that girl. The one sitting back stage, perhaps you are flat ironing your hair within an inch of its life for the third time that night, and you’re bemoaning the fact that you aren’t making money. Yet, instead of hustling your buns off, you are either reading a book, text messaging on your phone or staring in to the mirror wondering how you can make yourself look even better. Next time, rather than focusing on the tiny pores around your nose, think of the bigger picture. Which is that we are meant to be two things at work: sexy and available.

The microscopic things you consider imperfections are incidental and likely won’t affect the bigger scope of your life at all.

It’s amazing the great lengths what some women will go to, in this industry and in life, because we have been made to feel insecure by strangers.

Besides exercise and makeup and hairstyling, there are more extensive lengths that we will go to, like tattooing, tanning, hair removal, manicures, pedicures, eyelash extensions, hair extensions, eyebrow threading (some of you guys don’t even know what this is, I’ll wager) cuticle moisturizers and the list goes on. While I’m certainly a proponent of good grooming and hygiene, I feel that we have to draw the line somewhere. Perhaps right about the time girls start bleaching their buttholes, which has been going down since the mid-2000s.

Being comfortable with your body and yourself is important. This doesn’t mean disregard primping entirely. The alternate of this is entirely inexcusable; such as open wounds, Band-aids on your ass cheeks and body odor that leaves a vapor trail. All of these things I have also witnessed.

The sexiest thing to me, is still confidence and intelligence, in that order. Not everyone can be smart, but they can be secure. So, consider walking the floor of your club as if you are Miss America, rather than as if you were hiding from the rain.

I’d like to conclude this month’s column by taking a moment to mention a few things that I appreciate every night of the year, rather than just on this November Holiday Dinner Day. Such as:

- People who tip on top of lap dances.
- The guy who buys you the first drink of the night.
- Clean underwear.
- Porn shops that discount for lingerie purchases.
- VIP rooms.
- Giving dances to attractive customers.
- Intelligent, stimulating conversation.
- The tender bond that comes with being able to pee in front of a dozen girls without batting an eyelash.
- Clubs with no heel mandate.
- Playing my own music. Soul-crushing butt-rock covers can really take a toll on my sanity.

Elle can be found at Lucky Devil Lounge and contacted at ellelynnstanger@gmail.com

“WE ARE MEANT TO BE TWO THINGS AT WORK: SEXY AND AVAILABLE”
I felt badly for her, but I wasn't surprised—she had hidden in the dressing room in between each stage set. Now Perfect Eyebrows looked sad. She confessed, “No, not at all.”

I checked myself in the mirror and saw a lovely lady seated behind my lockbox and chug my water. Reaching for my deodorant, I immediately nicknamed her The Hunchback in my mind, because that’s exactly of what her posture was reminiscent. She was a different body type than I prefer in my ladies, but I was amazed. She was a different body type than I prefer in my ladies, but she was radiating good vibes and I instantly felt drawn to her person. Olympian. I stood up and walked some money over to the blonde, who had just landed a front flip and was grinning like a victorious gymnast. There were always at least a dozen brand new gradients—but I minded my own business. I sprayed myself a couple times with perfume and returned to the floor and the evening.

Three girls clustered around the DJ booth laughing amongst themselves. More ladies walked the floor.

The Beetroot Fairy was one of my favorites. I had never met her before and I was confused. She was completely nude as we walked, but she was bowing her head and picking at her cuticles. She had impeccable makeup, but her petite shoulders slumped over as she stared nervously around the room. I wanted to tell her to relax. Another woman lumbered past her, her eyes low, being careful to tip the women that I watched, but still not looking up to speak to me. Tweezing her eyebrows. I had never met her before and I was taking notice of everything around me.

Tweezing-girl didn’t stop tweezing. “No…I’m just bored.”

I passed my beer between my hands, peeling at the label intermittently. Girls of various shapes and colors filled the red, thumping main room of this unfamiliar strip club. I was seated near the stage and was fully clothed. I passed my money over to the blonde, who was smiling and saying something. It was quite obvious to me who was not in a good headspace by strangers.

The one sitting back stage, perhaps she was flat ironing her hair while bleaching her buttholes, which has been going down since the mid-2000s. It was a Thursday evening and I had found myself in this place by the behest of a friend, who had also been too nervous to venture into this industry and in life, because we have been made to feel insecure by strangers.

Fast forward to the end of the night. I was pleased with my evening. A beautiful, pinup-type brunette kept tugging at her bodice and picking at her cuticles. She had impeccable makeup, but her cheeks and body odor that leaves a vapor trail. All of these things I have also witnessed.

It was a moderately busy club and there were at least a dozen strips. Most of the patrons were drunk and likely won’t affect the bigger scope of your life at all. Giving dances to attractive customers.

Intelligent, stimulating conversation.

Porn shops that discount for lingerie purchases.

Clean underwear.

The guy who buys you the first drink of the night.

People who tip on top of lap dances.

VIP rooms.
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Elle can be found at Lucky Devil Lounge and contacted at ellelynnstanger@gmail.com

Now Hiring Fun Girls: If you are over 18, friendly and would like to make lots of money, then give Madame Suzette a call at 888-BUNNYRANCH. We will work around your schedule, provide housing and you don’t have to be on TV.

The microscopic things you consider imperfections are incidental by strangers. The tenderness that comes with being able to pee in front of a male customer is entirely inexcusable; such as open wounds, Band-aids on your ass or stinky feet. However, this doesn’t mean disregard primping entirely. The alternate of this is necessary as well.

Besides exercise and makeup and hairstyling, there are more extensive lengths that we will go to, like tattooing, tanning, hair removal, eyebrow threading (some of you guys don’t even know what this is), lasers, laser hair removal, manicures, pedicures, eyelash extensions, hair extensions, face masks, facial scrubs, electrolysis, signature scents, skin care, make-up maintenance, caviar eye treatments, teeth whitening, face peels, permanent waxes, facial transplants, and even diamond ring implants. While I’m certainly a proponent of good grooming and hygiene, I feel that we’re at a point where we are starting to lose touch with what is considered acceptable.

Confidence and intelligence is still sexy to me. Being comfortable with your body and yourself is important. The teeny tiny pores around your nose, think of the bigger picture. Which is, I’ll wager) cuticle moisturizers and the list goes on. While I’m not talking about genetic or hereditary factors, I am talking about things that are psychological.

Next time, rather than focusing on your phone or staring into the mirror wondering how you can make yourself look even better. Next time, rather than focusing on your phone or staring into the mirror wondering how you can make yourself look even better.
Last summer after a particularly exhausting week at Fire in the Canyon (which led to my last multipart, too-many-issue spanning piece of investigative journalism), I was working a refreshingly slow shift at my resident spot. With zero warning, the entire Dew Tour (skaters, BMX riders, etc.) pours itself into our bar like tequila into a stripper—after being there for an hour or so, one of the more animated characters comes up to the DJ booth and introduces himself. “Hey man, name’s Gentry, you party??” Now, this sort of statement is usually followed by a request for (or solicitation of) narcotics, so I was kind of a dick to the dude and just grumbled something about taking song requests and having an hour left on my shift. “Nah man, I mean, do you like, drink and blaze, and ya know, party?? Me and the boys here are rounding up some Portlanders for some after-hours action at the hotel and wanna know if you’d be down to join.” Shit, what the hell, right? “Sure man, why not?”

An hour and a half later, I pull into the Red Lion on MLK to notice that the entire fucking parking structure had been turned into a Tony Hawk level. Red cups full of booze, dozens (perhaps hundreds) of Dew Tour folk and beer/blunts/babes galore. Having worked nearly a decade in the strip club industry (and for over two in the club scene) I have yet to see a promise of “after-hours action” make good on itself. I don’t know what they’re putting in Mountain Dew these days, but Chris Gentry and his friends were not only cool as fuck, but it turns out that homeboy has a legitimate hip hop career. On a whim, we filmed an impromptu low-budget video for one of his songs and the night turned out very J.Mack-ish in terms of being truly player status.

A week later though, I had been to roughly nine more parking lot parties with the Dew dudes. The final straw was an 11 am text message from Gentry reading “YO RAY WHY DON’T U MEET US IN 15 AND WE CAN PARTY IT UP, PRACTICE IS OVER IN AN HOUR.” This would have been a cool txt if I hadn’t gotten done partying with Chris and company three hours prior. No white drugs, no sketchiness...these kids are fueled by soda, beer, water and the type of energy that could turn a reggae festival into Woodstock ’99.

Feeling the “hmm...famous folks aren’t so bad” vibe, I asked Gentry to join a bill for a show our company was putting on at the Sway Bar. “For sure man, just get me some drink tickets” was the extent of Gentry’s rider and we tossed his name on the flyer with confidence.

A week after this (and a day prior to our show), I get a call from a local comedian who wants to know if Gallagher could be added to the bill. “Joe Gallagher from the Red Room? Sure, if he wants to book an act…” “No Ray, sledgehammer watermelon Gallagher.” Apparently some awards-type show was going on and the promoter had pulled every D-list celebrity (including the least Baldwin) to do guest spots. Gallagher just happened to be in town and wanted to get on an open mic (I guess the venue typically featured comedy on the night of our show). “Hell yes!” That was my reply and I was stoked.

Until a few dozen hours later, when Gallagher is sitting in my car smoking weed with me and running his “new” material by me. Apparently, he ditched the watermelon/sledgehammer gimmick for this gig and was going to rely on his “topical humor” for the night. “I fucking hate Portland, man. Sorry, but your city sucks.” I laughed, because I sort of agree. “Yeah, so what’s the joke?” “What do you mean what’s the joke? That’s what I’m going to say.” Gallagher took about an eighth down before arriving an hour late to fans who were literally chanting his name loud enough to warrant funny looks from the patrons of the bar next door. As soon as he walked into the building, a fan (and personal friend) handed him a custom-painted watermelon “Lil Hat,” something that I saw as a step up from a demo CD or request for an autograph, and Gallagher took the gift, looked at it and threw it into the near-est trash can. “I’m not performing,” he said to a thrice-broken fire code capacity crowd. “I never said I would perform.”

Now, this sort of thing is expected from say, Jack White or Rick Astley or someone with some actual street cred, but would typically happen when such artists were booked or requested to perform by the promoter. I don’t know what I can really add to this story to emphasize how surreal it is to set up a full bill of various genres, get a sponsored rapper/skater to headline and then watch a room full of forty-something Gallagher fans sit bored in anticipation of their idol, while each act performs top-notch material to an impossible crowd.

The cherry on the sundae was when I dipped into Sassy’s for a drink after the show and the bartender asked me “Ray, did you say something about Gallagher being in town tonight? Because I swear some guy who looked just like him came in, asked for a hundred dollars in ones and then walked away. He was kind of an asshole about it too. Didn’t tip the girls or anything.”

— talesfromthedjbooth.com
Where to begin? Who really busted it all open for women in rock? I don’t mean that namby-pamby shit like Mariah Carey, Hannah Montana or The Bangles, (yes, people actually consider all three of them to be rock) I mean ROCK. Big guitars, big drums, wailing vocals, angsty, sexy and stylish. THAT kind of rock!

It’s hard to really put a finger on exactly who opened the gates for female rock singers. Some of the first pioneers of female rock were Patti Smith, Ann and Nancy Wilson (Heart) and Janis Joplin. Though these ladies (all outstanding artists) may have paved the way and helped open up the world’s eyes to female rockers, the first REAL women of REAL rock, in my humble opinion, were Lita Ford and Joan Jett of The Runaways.

You can’t really talk about either Lita Ford or Joan Jett, without first talking a little more about the Runaways. They were the Hanson of the 70s. Put together, handpicked and transformed into a mediocre act with a ton of potential. Not a lot of people seem to remember the main line from the one, and only, noteworthy song they did (as far as I’m concerned) “Ch-ch-ch-ch CHERRY BOMB!” The primary reason anyone knows about the Runaways is because of the recent movie and book of the same name. Of the band members, aside from Lita Ford and Joan Jett, only Micki Steele found any real success with music, though she went the way of the aforementioned namby-pammy rock with the Bangles.

Lita Ford floundered for a small time with her first record, Out For Blood released in 1983 (about 4 years after the breakup of The Runaways.) It wasn’t really worth listening to. After recently revisiting it again for the first time in years I’d have to say it was still pure dog shit.

Her next album release Dancin’ on the Edge was only a year later with a HUGE difference. Though it still wasn’t the refined Ford we’d hear in her next album release, it had some songs that people actually liked. A couple of tracks even made the charts, Fire In My Heart and Gotta Get Go.

Lita dropped the bomb in 1988 when she released the self-titled album Lita. Do the tracks Kiss Me Deadly and Close My Eyes Forever ring a bell? In spite of Dead-ly’s memorable lyric, “I went to a party last Sat-urday night, I didn’t get laid, I got in a fight,” Close My Eyes received the majority of the attention due to guest vocals by Ozzy on “Close My Eyes For- ever”. Even if it wasn’t a good song (and it was a great song), she sang it with Ozzy. I suspect anyone who gets the honor to perform a duet with the Ozzman is automatically a bad-ass by default. Unfortunately, this is where Lita’s career peaked. Her more current releases, including 2012’s Living Like A Runaway have failed to spark commercial success regardless of critical acclaim.

The true superstar from The Runaways that rocked the foundation was, of course, Joan Jett. The music runs through her veins in every sense of the word, as a writer, producer, vocalist and kick-you-in-the-balls guitarist. Joan has fought her way around every male-driven recording industry roadblock that stood in her way. She’s also one of only two women listed in the Rolling Stone top 100 guitarists of all time.

From her first release in 1980 with Joan Jett, we knew she was golden. The album was later re-released in 1981 on Blackhearts Records (her own record label!) as Bad Reputation. With such tracks as Bad Reputation and Do You Wanna Touch Me on her first album, there was no denying that it was time to start showing the women of rock some due respect.

Her next album, I Love Rock-n-Roll (released in 1981) was another smash hit and brought even more success with the introduction of a silly little idea called MTV—where Joan’s single, I Love Rock-n-Roll dominated the MTV charts and reached Top 10 status on Billboard’s Hot Singles (Billboard would later declare the song #56 in Billboard’s Greatest Songs Of All Time) Her follow up Crimson and Clover had equally massive staying power and success when her second album sold more than ten million copies. Ten mother-fucking MILLION copies! How about them apples? Three more albums pass before we hear anything that’s really up and running again with Up Your Alley in 1988. While the album in its entirety wasn’t all that grand, one song sticks out tremendously, I Hate Myself For Loving You (which peaked at #8 on Billboard’s Hot 100.)

When all is said and done, Joan Jett has released more than 10 albums. Not all of them were great and very few of them saw success. But, you know who she is and what she’s famous for. In my opinion, Joan is undoubtedly the undefeated world champ of women rockers. I can’t find any one woman who has released as many albums of quality or knocked out as many hits.

And all this boils down to a few things for me in my profession. I’m a strip club DJ and I find two songs by Joan Jett to be perfect rock songs in the club. Both I Hate Myself For Loving You and Do You Wanna Touch Me are my absolute favorite rocker chick songs to play. Bar none. I Hate Myself For Loving You has the perfect balance of guitars, drums, bass and vocals. I couldn’t ask for a better song to bust out and get some serious energy pulsing through the room. Especially for that 35-50 year old customer with cash in his pocket, that he’s just begging to spend when he hears the right song.

I almost feel guilty for not including Pat Benatar, Blondie or a number of other female artists. But, they really don’t hold a candle to these women. While there were many great artists with style and talent, most of them didn’t feel like real rock. Not only that, but the majority of the bigger names in female rock didn’t appear until after Lita Ford and Joan Jett paved the way and set the standard. P.S. At 54, Joan Jett is STILL hot!
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**CLASSIFIEDS**

**Mystic Gentlemen’s Club**
Now hiring girls 18+. To schedule an audition, contact Nicole at (503) 933-3515.

**Rooster’s**
Dancers Wanted
No experience necessary. Easygoing environment, $5 shift fees and very flexible scheduling. For auditions/booking (503) 289-1351.

**All-New Boom Boom Room**

**Stars Cabaret**
1550 West Court NE
Salem, OR
(503) 370-8063 Auditions Daily

**CABARET**
17544 SE Stark St. Hiring girls 18 & over. Auditions Mon-Sat 2pm-9pm.
Call (503) 252-3529.

**New Attitude! No Drama! Lower Fees!**
Stars Cabaret Beaverton is under new management and hiring top NW entertainers for day, mid and evening shifts. Please contact the club for schedule and audition info at (503) 250-0968.

**Club Rouge is Hiring!**
Portland’s Top Entertainers
Drop-in auditions are 6pm-8pm Mon-Fri. Call the club for an appointment outside those times (503) 227-3936.

**Now Hiring Dancers**
21+ for Polecats Cove and dancers 18+ for Riverside Corral.
Call (503) 268-7429.

**Bottoms Up is Auditioning!**
Now auditioning 18 & over. Call for details.
Sam (503) 314-9514 or (503) 621-9844.

**Lucky Devil & Devils Point**
Now hiring talented entertainers 18+.
Email pics and availability to shifts@dancerbooking.com.

**Landing Strip**
Now hiring fun, energetic dancers! Also accepting applications for all other positions. Please apply in person at:
6210 NE Columbia Blvd
Portland, OR 97218.

**Now Seeking Reliable**
Entertainers, waitstaff, bartenders and DJs. No shift fees, no overbooking and understanding management.
(503) 999-4242.

**The All-New Stars Cabaret Bridgeport**
is seeking professional entertainers and staff! You have seen the rest, now come work with the best!
Call (503) 726-2403.

**Devil Dancer Promotions**
Booking 4 Casa Diablo & other strip clubs. Wanted: Angelic faces with devilishly delightful bodies. Make more $$$ than God! 18+, no experience necessary. Stage fee is only $1 per shift.

**Big Money ...... No Drama!**
No pole dancing nude for dollars, no movies your kids might see. No experience necessary.
Pussycats - 4 Portland locations
(503) 680-2337.

**Webcam Models Wanted!**
www.CandeeShopStudios.com
Women and couples.
Earn up to $2,000 per WEEK! Call or email Candee TODAY!
Recruiters@CandeeShopStudios.com
Call (503) 910-5246.

**Denis Hof’s World Famous Bunny Ranch**
Now hiring fun girls! If you are over 18, outgoing, friendly and would like to make lots of money, then give Madam Suzette a call TOLL FREE (888) 286-6972, or (775) 246-9901.
We will work around your schedule
and provide housing. Visit us at www.BunnyRanch.com
(You don’t have to be on TV).

**Male Dancers Needed**
Work for a mostly exclusive female clientele. 18 & over. Fun atmosphere.
Call Laurie (503) 396-8585.

**Wild Orchid**
Now hiring dancers! Daily auditions from 1pm-5pm. Call (503) 737-7180 for more info!

**The Pallas Club and Dream On Saloon**
are now hiring dancers 18 and over.
Call clubs or Hoss 602-348-2746 for Pallas Club or Jersey 503-428-1760 for Dream On Saloon for scheduling.

**Newest Strip Club in Downtown Portland**
Hiring dancers, no experience needed, will train! Call (503) 819-4345.

**Miscellaneous**

**Are You Shaving? Tweezing? Stop the Insanity Now!**
Call Tess for a wax appointment today. Mention this ad for 10% off service!
Mijn Image Enhancement, Inc. 5820 SW Kelly Ave. (503) 206-7874.
Monday through Saturday.

**Hot Gay & Bi Locals**
Listen to ads FREE!
Send messages Free!
Portland (503) 299-9311
Seattle (206) 877-0877
Use FREE code 5977.

**Hynox Photography**
WWW.HYNOX.COM • (206) 526-3853

**Advertise Here 503-804-4479**

---

**NOW HIRING DANCERS FOR TWO OF PORTLAND’S TOP CLUBS!**

**Call for a Shift Today!!!**

503-935-7504

---

**Roses City Strip**
3820 SE 35th Pl
5021 SE Powell Blvd

**Now Hiring Dancers**

**Dancers, Are You Tired Of The Scheduling Hassles?**

**Tired Of Fines?**

**Work Whenever The F**ck You Want!**

**Auditions Daily**

**Any Time.**

---

**Casa Diablo is the only strip club from Portland to make www.TUSCL.com’s TOP 100 strip clubs in North America list.**

We are fun and drama free. If you liked the movie “Dusk ’Til Dawn,” then you’re going to love us! Shift fee is only $1.

18+, no experience necessary.
Auditions every Fri. and Sat. at 9pm.
503-222-6600 • www.CasaDiablo.com

**Lingerie Shop For Sale**

> WELL ESTABLISHED: 16+ YEARS IN BUSINESS
> ROCK SOLID LEASE
> HIGH-TRAFFIC LOCATION
> TURNKEY BUSINESS

**Start Making Money Immediately!**

SERIOUS INQUIRIES ONLY

503-592-0701

---

xmag.com
VOLUPTAS

TOPLESS LINGERIE NIGHTCLUB

Guam's newest club

Work and play on a beautiful, tropical American Island!

Weekly pay, plus tips and drink/dance commissions!

No house fees! Airfare included! Housing included!

Must be 18+

(671) 649-7409 or voluptasguam@yahoo.com

CLUB U.S.A.

Tumon Guam

The Hottest Adult Nightclub In Guam

This Is Paradise!

Attention Dancers

We pay a weekly salary of $450.00!
Relax on beautiful white sand beaches overlooking crystal clear ocean waters!

Free housing available!
Call today.....
Call now!
1-671-688-5235

Free round trip airfare!
Guam's Club USA
Showclub Offers
Entertainers
The Opportunity Of A Lifetime!

www.clubusaguam.com
E-mail us at pat@clubusaguam.com
1-671-688-5235
PMB 781 Suite 101
1270 N. Marine Corps Dr.
Tamuning, Guam U.S.A. 96913-4331

GETTIN' CHILLY IN OREGON?
Work where the temperature IS 85° RIGHT NOW!

See Our Video On YouTube
Search "ClubGSpotGuam"

CLUB G SPOT
On the U.S. Island of Guam!

DANCERS 18 AND UP WANTED

Earn $1,200 to $5,000 weekly!

Earn great income while working on the beautiful, tropical island of Guam!

- free round-trip airfare
- housing provided
- additional $450/week salary
- drink & dance commissions + tips
- Guam's weather is 80-90 degrees all year 'round

Guam is a U.S. territorial island in the Western Pacific. Club G-Spot is located on our busy hotel strip, maintaining a steady flow of foot traffic from tourists, locals and the military.

Call 671.649.7409 or email chris@clubgspot.net

GUAM'S #1 IN ADULT ENTERTAINMENT!

 клуб Foxy

Enjoy a nice working vacation in paradise!
Free airfare for a 2-3 month contract!
Living accommodations available for $10/day!

(671) 988-4405
ClubFoxy@TeleGuam.net
www.clubfoxy.us

EXOTIC DANCERS WANTED

Excellent earning opportunity! $450 weekly salary + drink and dance commissions + tips! Must be at least 18 years of age. Email recent photos to ClubFoxy@teleguam.net. Contact Norman (671) 688-4405 or email Norman2016@Gmail.com or Je7454@Gmail.com
WANTED
female fetish models

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
SAFE, CLEAN & FUN ENVIRONMENT

TEXT PICS OR LEAVE MESSAGE 503-348-6436

NOW HIRING MOTIVATED AND RELIABLE ENTERTAINERS FOR ONE OF THE NORTHWEST'S PREMIER GENTLEMEN'S CLUBS!

- MUST BE DETERMINED & DEPENDABLE
- TOP QUALITY CLIENTELE OFFERING BIG $$$ OPPORTUNITIES
- FRIENDLY, SAFE & SECURE ENVIRONMENT
- EARN CASH DAILY!

CALL MEL TO SCHEDULE AUDITIONS
(503) 415-1302

ACROPOLIS
STEAKHOUSE

36 Years of Portland's Hottest Nude Entertainment

HOME OF THE
$6 STEAK SPECIAL

65 BEERS ON TAP
300 LIQUOR VARIETIES
4 HUGES STAGES
OPEN
M-SAT 7AM-2:30AM
SUN 11AM-2:30AM

HAPPY HOUR
5PM-7PM - 25% OFF ALL LIQUOR, BEERS AND MANY OTHER FOOD & DRINK SPECIALS!

LAUGHS IRED OF ALL THE HUSTLE!
BEING IN A HUSTLE-FREE ENVIRONMENT IS NOT RATIONAL FOR WHISKEY BAR!
NOW AUDITION DANCERS 18 YEARS AND OLDER

8325 SE MCLoughlin Blvd • (503) 231-9611
AUSTIN'S
AFFORDABLE AUTOS

NEW INDUSTRY-FRIENDLY FINANCING OPTIONS AVAILABLE

NO TAX TO OREGON BUYERS!
OPEN 7 DAYS
10AM-7PM

100 CARS UNDER $3,000!

CALL ABOUT BEING NEXT MONTH'S MODEL!

150 CARS UNDER $250/MONTH!

OVER 400 CARS TO CHOOSE FROM

NEW FINANCING OPTIONS AVAILABLE
FINANCING PROGRAMS W/ FLEXIBLE TERMS

STRIPPER AND INDUSTRY-FRIENDLY FINANCING
3 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU
1164 SE 82ND AVE
PORTLAND, OR 97216 (503) 255-CARS
9408 NE HWY 99
VANCOUVER, WA 98665 (360) 566-9316
300 W MAIN ST
KELSO, WA 98626 (360) 575-9316

A couple of months ago, our Editor-in-Chief handed me a small book. He said that a friend of Exotic magazine was the author and that he had mailed it in and wondered if the person who writes the Guy Stuff column would be interested in reviewing it. I said, “Sure, love to!” Because, not so secretly, I have a monkey on my back, almost as bad as the video crackheads we see every night at the bar. You see, I have to read—it’s just part of my DNA. I would rather put some music on and read anything that has actual pages, than watch some soulless reality TV shows any day of the week. Bonus points if it’s a subject matter I can wrap my skull around, and free shit is always good.

The book is written by a local gent, who writes under the name Jack Donovan. The book explores some of the basic reasons men behave and form bonds with other men. Why we form “gangs” or as I prefer to think of, as tribes and how this all goes back to our earliest roots and is part of our genetic makeup, while offering some historical and biological examples to validate this theory. The other part of what I would call, the first act of this book, is what Jack calls “The Tactical Virtues” of strength, courage, mastery and honor. These are ideas any man should be able to understand and live by, but sadly, it has been my experience that not as many do as they should.

The next chapter explores the difference in being a good man, as opposed to being good at being a man. While there is obvious crossover, they definitely have different meanings, as well as values. The book further delves into how the softening of society, The Way of Women, mechanization and corporate greed have all contributed to the diluting of man’s basic drive and our unfulfillment of not being able to toil at our core functions. The author follows up with a great chapter “The Bonobo Masturbation Society.” Read this chapter, and see the similarities to our current society; where so many young men are being raised by single mom households. So many boys and young men have no role models that can “teach them to ride, shoot and speak the truth,” as Jeff Cooper put it (one of my role models growing up). They are either instructed by a school system run by liberal academists, or other young men who are in similar situations. As a result, they never get taught how to be a man, tempered by a good man, who is also good at being a man. In true Fight Club tradition and spirit, Mr. Donovan calls for a wakeup call for men, the advocacy of men’s rights and challenges you to form your own gang. The following quote by Alexander the Great while lamenting his empire, could also be modern man reflecting on his true usefulness in today’s homogenate world:

“When Alexander saw the breadth of his domain, he wept, for there were no more worlds to conquer.”

I have spent most of my adult life in what the author refers to as “simulated and vicarious masculinity activities”. These have and do include Honor Societies, Guardian Activities, team and individual sports. I enjoy reading and watching films that extol the author’s tactical virtues. So, what were my thoughts after reading The Way of Men? I liked it and agreed with a lot of it. Where we disagree on some points, I would attribute this to our differences in age, background and upbringing. Everyone is different and has had their own experiences tempered by the road they have been down. Jack’s way of writing parts of the book are a little more Nihilistic than mine and maybe a little angrier than my current points of view. This should not be seen as a bad thing, or a reason not to read his book. I liked and agreed with it enough to do the following with it: include it on my bookshelf and recommended reading list. I would also have my son read it and discuss the author’s views with me. Just as importantly, I would gladly sit down with the author over a drink and discuss the way of men.

Some of Cooper’s suggested further reading on manly subjects…

**Politics that everyone should educate themselves on (partially neutral):** Machiavelli’s *The Prince*, Plato’s *The Republic and Unintended Consequences*, The Federalist Papers, The US Constitution and The Declaration of Independence

**Men who have had to go to war:** Band of Brothers, Blackhawk Down, In The Company of Heroes, Lone Survivor and Gates of Fire

**On shooting and self-defense:** Modern Technique of the Pistol, The Book of Two Guns, Green Eyes and Black Rifles and David Kahn’s series on Krav Maga instruction, Get Tough

**Science Fiction with a message:** I Am Legend, Starship Troopers, The Moon Is a Harsh Mistress, The Forever War, An Old Man’s War and Dune

**Fiction:** Fight Club, The Once and Future King, Monster Hunters (Collected first three books), all books by Hunter S. Thompson, Lt.Col. Dave Grossman and Jeff Cooper
agreed with it enough to do the following with it: include it on my bookshelf and recommend it. I liked it and maybe a little angrier than my current points of view. This should not be seen as a bad thing, or a reason not to read his book. I liked and agreed with a lot of it. Where we disagree on some points, I would attribute this to our differences in age, background, and experiences tempered by the road they have been down. Jack's way of writing parts of the book are a little more Nihilistic than mine and has given me a little more consideration of the page-turning tactics. So, what were my thoughts after reading The Way of Men?

I prefer to think of, as tribes and how this all goes back to our earliest roots and is part of our genetic makeup, while offering some historical examples to validate this theory. The other part of what I would call, the first act of this book, is what Jack calls "The Tactical Virtues" of strength, courage, mastery, and honor. These are the liberal academists, or other young men who are in similar situations. They are either instructed by a school system run by some soulless reality TV shows any day of the week. Bonus points if it's a subject matter I can wrap my skull around, and free shit is always good.

You see, I have to read—it's just part of my DNA. I would rather put some music on and read anything that has actual pages, than watch almost as bad as the video crackheads we see every night at the bar. Love to! Because, not so secretly, I have a monkey on my back, that he had mailed it in and wonder what the editor and his monkeys are doing with it. Just as importantly, I would gladly sit down with the author over a drink and discuss the book further delves into how the softening of society, the advocacy of men's rights and challenges you to form your own tradition and spirit, Mr. Donovan calls for a wakeup call for men, a good man, who is also good at being a man. In true Fight Club and speak the truth," as Jeff Cooper put it (one of my role models Lt. Col. Dave Grossman and Jeff Cooper). The book explores some of the basic reasons men act the way they do, and why a book like this is necessary. The book further delves into how the softening of society, the advocacy of men's rights and challenges you to form your own tradition and spirit, Mr. Donovan calls for a wakeup call for men, a good man, who is also good at being a man. While there is obvious cross-cultural and biological examples to validate this theory. The other part of what I would call, the first act of this book, is what Jack calls "The Tactical Virtues" of strength, courage, mastery, and honor. These are the liberal academists, or other young men who are in similar situations. They are either instructed by a school system run by some soulless reality TV shows any day of the week. Bonus points if it's a subject matter I can wrap my skull around, and free shit is always good.

You see, I have to read—it's just part of my DNA. I would rather put some music on and read anything that has actual pages, than watch almost as bad as the video crackheads we see every night at the bar. Love to! Because, not so secretly, I have a monkey on my back, that he had mailed it in and wonder what the editor and his monkeys are doing with it. Just as importantly, I would gladly sit down with the author over a drink and discuss the book further delves into how the softening of society, the advocacy of men's rights and challenges you to form your own tradition and spirit, Mr. Donovan calls for a wakeup call for men, a good man, who is also good at being a man. While there is obvious cross-cultural and biological examples to validate this theory. The other part of what I would call, the first act of this book, is what Jack calls "The Tactical Virtues" of strength, courage, mastery, and honor. These are the liberal academists, or other young men who are in similar situations. They are either instructed by a school system run by some soulless reality TV shows any day of the week. Bonus points if it's a subject matter I can wrap my skull around, and free shit is always good.
Carnaval

MALE REVUE
EXCLUSIVELY FOR WOMEN 18 & OVER

Open Thu, Fri & Sat 8pm-3am

Hot, Steamy Men Guaranteed To Get You Wet!

TANK

TOKNIGHT

LUCKY

THURSDAYS AMATEUR NIGHT
Come Cheer On Your Favorite Newcomers!

FRIDAYS GIRLS’ NIGHT OUT

SATURDAYS GIRLS’ NIGHT OUT

ALWAYS HIRING!
Auditions Held Thursdays @ 10pm
During Amateur Night

www.facebook.com/CarnavalStripClub

330 SW 3RD AVE / 503-227-1527
(Located Downtown)
THE GOLDEN DRAGON EXOTIC CLUB
324 SW 3RD AVE / LOCATED DOWNTOWN / 503-274-1900
OPEN MON-FRI 2PM-SUNRISE & SAT-SUN 6PM-SUNRISE

18 & OVER!

Come Try Our New Bed Dances!

HOT LAP DANCES • PRIVATE VIP ROOMS
PALLAS CLUB
13639 SE Powell Blvd - (503) 760-8128
Mon-Sat 11:30AM-2:30AM, Sun 1PM-2:30AM
FACEBOOK.COM/PALLASCLUB

AT PALLAS

SUNDAYS - OLCC SERVICE INDUSTRY NIGHT

MONDAYS - MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
DRAFT BEER SPECIALS!

TUESDAYS - COWBOY TUESDAYS
COUNTRY MUSIC AND COWBOY HATS!

WEDNESDAYS - BAD GIRL WEDNESDAYS
LADIES GET ALL THE SPECIALS!

THURSDAYS - LATIN NIGHT
MEXICAN FOOD AND SOME LATIN BEATS!

FREE WI-FI

$1,000 PALLAS PRINCESS CONTEST

ONLY 3 MORE CHANCES TO QUALIFY!

QUALIFIER ROUND 2
Fri, Nov 9

QUALIFIER ROUND 3
Fri, Nov 30

3 GIRLS WILL QUALIFY FOR THE FINALS AT EACH EVENT!

ALL-NEW VIP ROOM
NOW AVAILABLE FOR ONLY $100 FOR THE NIGHT
(CHAMPAGNE & DANCERS INCLUDED)
FOR YOUR PRIVATE BIRTHDAY AND BACHELOR/ETTE PARTIES
FEATURING A HUGE PRIVATE STAGE AND LOUNGE AREA

Now Hiring Sexy & Classy Entertainers 18 & Over
CALL JERSEY @ 503.428.1760 FOR DREAM ON & HOSS @ 602.348.2746 FOR PALLAS CLUB- *MINORS’ AUDITIONS ONLY AT PALLAS
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULE & FREE USE OF TANNING BED AT PALLAS FOR HOUSE ENTERTAINERS

Dream On Saloon
15920 SE Stark St • (503) 253-8195
FACEBOOK.COM/DEAMONSTARK
Open Mon-Sat 11:30AM-2AM
Sun 1PM-2AM

Exotic Covergirl Dawn
Home Of The Covergirls &
Portland’s Premier Totally Nude Bar!
First & Still The Best!

$300 DANCE CONTEST
WEDNESDAY, NOV 21
WATCH 12 HOT GIRLS COMPETE FOR THEIR CASH PRIZE!

HAPPY HOUR
BLOWOUT
10:30AM - 5PM DAILY

2-FOR-TUESDAYS
2-GIRL SHOWS

HEAT
Where Steamy, Hot Girls
Make Your Dreams Come True!

VIP PARTY - THU, NOV 29

OUR SERVERS TAKE THEIR TOPS
DOWN EVERY TUESDAY
ALL TOP-SHELF LIQUOR REDUCED
BETWEEN 10PM-MIDNIGHT

PORTLAND'S #1 BEER SPECIAL EVERY
WEDNESDAY FROM 8PM-10PM

DOUBLE TROUBLE THURSDAYS
2 GIRL SHOWS

HAPPY HOUR 10:30AM - 6PM DAILY
REALLY UNBELIEVABLE PRICES! NO, REALLY!

CHECK OUT OUR
NEW SERVERS!

www.Club205Live.com
9939 SE Stark St · Portland, OR 97216
503.256.0527 · 10:30AM - 2:30AM Daily · No Cover

For Auditions Call
503.619.5602

www.HeatGentlemensClub.com
12131 SE Holgate Blvd · Portland, OR 97266
503.762.2857 · 10:30AM - 2:30AM Daily · No Cover

FEATURING ALL YOUR PARTY BUS AND LIMO NEEDS FROM ALL AMERICAN LIMOUSINE · 503-956-2601
BRIDGEPORT
503.726.2403 • 17939 SW MCEWAN RD • 97224

SEXY SWEATER SOIREE - SAT, NOV 24
SUMMER IS A MEMORY. FALL IS OVER.
WINTER IS HERE AND THAT MEANS SWEATER SEASON!
SAVE YOUR UGLY SWEATER FOR DECEMBER...COME WATCH OUR SEX
KITTENS PURR IN THEIR FAVORITE COZY SWEATER. THERE IS NOTHING
MORE ALLURING THAN SEEING A SMOKING HOT GIRL IN A KITTY
SWEATER, ESPECIALLY WHEN SHE IS POSING ALL SEEN IN FRONT OF YOU!
ON THIS NIGHT, THE HOUSE WILL BE FULL OF THEM! WE WILL EVEN
LET YOU IN FREE OF COVER IF YOU WEAR A SWEATER...HOW EASY IS THAT?
WE SERVE THE BEST COCKTAILS FOR ANY STRIP CLUB IN
THE STATE. HANDS DOWN NOW FEATURING HOUSE-INFUSED VODKAS,
INCLUDING THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL, A NARCOSILK VANILLA BEAN INFUSED
WHISKEY - TRY IT IN A MANHATTAN OR OLD FASHIONED.

SALEM
503.370.8063 • 1550 WESTON CT NE • 97301

WE TURN THE CLOCKS BACK AT 2AM!!!
SAT, NOV 3
GET AN EXTRA HOUR OF DANCES & DANCES!!!
$25 GAS CARD GIVEAWAYS
EVERY MONDAY 8PM-10PM
SURF AND TURF THURSDAYS
STEAK OR CHICKEN, WITH PARLUNS, PASTA AND VEGGIES
ONLY $9.75 ALL DAY!

ROSIE PALM WEEKENDS
PRESENTED BY

Adult
Shop

THE PORN FAIRY WILL BE SPRINKLING FREE PORN
THROUGHOUT THE CLUB!
THANKSGIVING OPEN AT 4PM
COMPLIMENTARY TURKEY DINNER UNTIL 9PM

BEAVERTON
503.350.0868 • 4570 SW LOMBARD AVE • 97005

PROMOTER AWARDS
TUE, NOV 20
HOSTED BY DJ DICK HENNESSY
WHO IS PORTLAND'S TOP PROMOTER?

STARS THANKSGIVING
THU, NOV 22
OPEN @ 4PM, FREE TURKEY DINNER!
DON'T MISS THE TURKEY BOWLING CONTEST!

WWW.STARSCABARET.COM
5$ LUNCH SPECIAL MON-FRI 11AM-4PM ALL LOCATIONS • FREE PRIME RIB 6-9PM LW PAID ADMISION MON • SALEM & BRIDGEPORT WED • BEAVERTON
NOW HIRING TOP NW ENTERTAINERS AND STAFF. APPLY IN PERSON AT ALL LOCATIONS.